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APPLICATION OF FUZZY COGNITIVE MAPS TO ANALYSIS  

OF DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS OF ACADEMIC UNITS 

1. Introduction 

For many classes of problems it is difficult to make decisions, assessments or develop 

plans based on precise quantitative models. Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCM) are a well-

known tool for qualitative analysis of systems that uses a simple representation of 

knowledge in the form of a graph of concepts linked by causal relationships. Advantages of 

FCMs are the ease of gathering and representing knowledge and the simplicity of reasoning 

techniques, very close to neural networks.  

The paper discusses results of experiments aiming at application of FCMs to analysis 

of development scenarios of research and teaching units (e.g. departments within faculties). 

The motivation for the work was an intention to investigate FCM techniques on a real, yet 

appealing example. The problem was chosen for two reasons. The first is a potential inter-

est in the academic community in results of analyzes; the second is the ease of perception 

of the problem domain, what facilitates interpretation of obtained results.  

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the description of Fuzzy Cognitive 

Maps and related reasoning techniques, next Section 3 presents FCM model for the dis-

cussed problem, then Section 4 discusses results of analyzes for four key scenarios and 

finally Section 5 provides conclusions. 

2. Fuzzy Cognitive Maps 

Cognitive maps were first proposed by Axelrod [2] as a tool for modeling political de-

cisions, then they were extended by Kosko [5,6] by introducing fuzzy values. A large num-

ber applications of FCM were reported, e.g. in project risk modeling, crisis management 

and decision making, analysis of development of economic systems, introduction of new 

technologies [4], ecosystem analysis [7], signal processing and decision support in medi-

cine. A survey on Fuzzy Cognitive Maps and their applications can be found in  [1] and [8]. 

FCMs are directed graphs whose vertices represent concepts, whereas edges are used 

to express causal relations between them. A set of concepts  C={c1, …, cn} appearing in a 

model encompasses events, conditions or other relevant factors. System state is an n-

dimensional vector of concept activation levels (n = |C|). In contrast to condition/events 
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Petri nets or state machines, where only two activation levels are used: 0 (inactive) and 1 

(active), in FCM an activation level can be a real value belonging to [0, 1] or [–1, 1].  

Causal relations between concepts are represented in FCM by edges and assigned 

weights. A positive weight of an edge linking two concepts ci and cj models a situation, 

where increase of the level of ci results in growing cj; a negative weight is used to describe 

opposite rapport. 

In the simplest FCM form, values from the set {1, 0, -1} are used as weights. They are 

graphically represented as a minus (-) sign attached to an edge, absence of edge or a plus  

(+) sign. While building FCM models, more fine-grained causal relations can be intro-

duced. They are usually specified as linguistic values, e.g.: strong_negative, negative, me-

dium_negative, neutral, medium_positive, positive}, strong_positive, and in a computation-

al model mapped on values uniformly distributed over [-1, 1]. 

Causal relations between concepts in FCM can be represented by n × n influence ma-

trix E = [eij], whose elements eij are weights assigned to edges linking cj and ci or have 0 

values, if there is no link between them.    

Fig. 1 gives an example of FCM graph, whose vertices were assigned with concepts c1, 

c2, c3 and c4, whereas edges with linguistic influence weights. Corresponding E matrix is 

given by the formula (1). Selection of values corresponding to linguistic values is arbitrary, 

in this case values: –1, –0.66, –0.33, 0, 0.33, 0.66, 1 were taken. 
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Fig. 1. Example of FCM graph. Vertices are assigned with concepts, directed edges with linguistic 

influence weights. 
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2.1. Reasoning with Fuzzy Cognitive Maps 

Reasoning with FCM consist in building a sequence of states:  = A(0), A(1), …, 

A(k),.... starting form an initial vector of activation levels of concepts. Consecutive ele-

ments are calculated according to the formula (2). In k+1 iteration the vector A(k) is multi-



 

 

plied by the influence matrix E, then the resulting activation levels of concepts are mapped 

onto the assumed range by means of an activation function (called also splashing function).   
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Selection of an activation function depends on assumptions regarding the model, in 

particular selected range of activation levels and the decision of using continuous or dis-

crete values. Multiplication of n-dimensional square matrix E and a vector, both containing 

elements, whose absolute values are bounded by 1, results in a vector having elements in 

[-n, n]. Values from this interval should be mapped by an activation function into the range 

[-1, 1] (or [0, 1]) preserving monotonicity and satisfying S(0) = 0 (or S(0) = 0.5 in the sec-

ond case).  

In the further analysis three activation functions were used: 
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Function Scut(x) maps arguments onto the interval [-1, 1] replacing values laying out-

side by the lower or upper bound. Function Sexp(x) has similar shape to do Scut(x), but more 

smoothed and flattened, what is controlled by the coefficient m typically having a value 

ranging from 1 to 5. Function Slogmod(x) is very often referenced in the FCM bibliography, 

e.g. [1,3,8]. Its range is [0, 1], and it maps 0 to 0.5. The logmod function seems to be the 

most consistent with a classical fuzzy approach, because its range corresponds to the range 

of membership functions of fuzzy sets . 

It should be mentioned than in the FCM bibliography, e.g. [8] another form of the 

equation (2) can be found: 
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Formula (6) explicitly states, that changes of activation levels for a concept ci calculat-

ed in the k—th iteration accumulate with the previous value Ai(k). It corresponds to an im-

plicit assumption, that coefficients eii of the influence matrix are equal to 1. In a general 

case, it need not to be satisfied, therefore during analyzes equation (2) was used, as more 

general and flexible.  

Basically, a sequence of consecutive states  = A(0), A(1), …, A(k),... is infinite. How-

ever, it was shown that after k iterations, where k is a number close to the rank of matrix E 

a steady state is reached or a cycle occurs. (This observation is not surprising, as analogous 

to properties of Markov chains.)  

Hence, a stop criterion for the reasoning algorithm in the $k$ step: 

 ))(),((: jAkAdkj , (6) 

where d is a distance and  a small value, e.g. 10
-2

. 

A sequence of states  can be can be interpreted in two ways: 

1) It can be treated as a representation of a dynamic behavior of modeled system. In this 

case there exist  implicit temporal relations between consecutive system states, and the 

whole sequence describes an evolution of the system in the form of a scenario. 

2) As non-monotonic fuzzy inference process, in which selected elements of a steady 

state are interpreted as reasoning results. An occurrence of a cycle can be treated as a 

form of undecidability. 

In this paper we focus on the first approach. 

2.2. Scenario analysis 

Concepts building up an FCM can be divided into two sets: CS comprised of state var-

iables and CD grouping decisions. Initial activation levels for state variables in CS result 

from assessment of the current situation. In the course of reasoning they evolve under con-

stant values of decision variables. Hence, an initial state vector A(0) determines a scenario 

of system behavior that, after a number of iterations, leads to a stable vector of state varia-

bles or to a cycle. 

FCM can be applied to scenario analyzes in two manners. The first aims at selecting 

decisions that for a given initial state (e.g. company condition) lead to the desired goal. For 

this purpose, various combinations of decisions and their influence on development scenar-

ios are examined. The second consists in determining, how a set of constant decisions af-

fects systems varying in initial states. An example of application can be an analysis of in-

fluence of new regulations on groups of enterprises in similar standing. In this work the 

second approach was taken: we analyze scenarios of development of academic units vary-

ing in initial conditions under the assumption of constant influences of decisions related to 

current law regulations. 



 

 

3. FCM Model 

The FCM model for research and teaching units was comprised of 10 concepts: Para-

metric evaluation, Papers, Grants, Teaching workload, Ministry funding, Professors, Assis-

tant professors, Assistants, Law and Students. It should be observed that these concepts are 

not numeric values, although, in the calculation model they assigned with values from the 

normalized membership range. They have also a vague semantics, e.g. the concept Assis-

tant professors can be perceived as “potential of assistant professors”, what can be inter-

preted both as their number and as a research or teaching quality. This potential can grow 

by increasing the number of assistant professors, but also by increasing research effective-

ness of the whole group or selected individuals.  

Fig. 2. shows the influence matrix E for the FCM model. Values of its elements corre-

spond to assumed linguistic terms describing influences: strong_negative (-1), negative 

(-0.66), weak_negative (-0.33), neutral (0), weak_positive (0,33), positive (0.66) and 

strong_positive (1). Below a justification for particular weights is given. 

1)  Parametric evaluation. Its outcome depends on Papers and Grants, with positive 

weights 0.66 and 0.33 respectively; 

2) Papers. Positive influence have Grants (0.66), Ministry funding (0.33) and research 

staff, as publication producers; negative influence (–0.66) has Teaching workload;  

3) Grants. Positive influence (0.66) have Papers (they increase probability of being 

awarded with a grant) and availability and involvement of performers (staff and stu-

dents); negative influence has Teaching workload (–0.66); 

4) Teaching workload. Positive influence (1.0) have Students, whereas it diminishes with 

growing staff (–0.33 weights are assigned to various staff members); 

5) Ministry funding. Depends on the outcome of Parametric evaluation, staff and number 

of Students (0.33);  

6) Professors. The model takes into account several factors influencing the potential of 

professors: Parametric evaluation – weak result may cause migration of professors 

(0.33). The highest influence is attributed to Papers (0.66), because to get a degree ap-

propriate research achievements should be gathered. Influence factors (0.33) were giv-

en to Assistant professors, Assistant and Students. Statistically, in a large group of As-

sistant professors, more individuals striving for habilitation can be found. Their efforts 

can be supported by collaboration with assistants and students. Positive influence 

(0.33) on the number of professors has Law regulations (limited period of employment 

as an assistant professor); 

7) Assistant professors. Their number is influenced by: Grants (0.33), and Teaching 

workload (0.33) – a lack of performers or a workload can be a source of a pressure on 

employment, available Ministry funding (0.66) and the supply of Assistants (0.33). 

Law is the factor that negatively influence the number of assistant professors  (–0.66), 

because imposed limits of the employment period will stimulate departures of employ-

ees, but also encourage to leave the university after obtaining Ph.D. degree.   

8) Assistants. In case of assistants influences of Grants, Teaching workload and Ministry 

funding are the same, as for Assistant professors, respectively:0.33, 0.33 and 0.66. The 



 

number of assistants is positively influenced by  Professors (looking for Ph.D. stu-

dents) and the supply of Students (0.33 i 0.33). 

9) Law is a constant decision variable, it is not influenced by any  factor in the considered 

model. 

10) Students. Small positive influence (0.33) on potential of students have  Professors and 

Assistant professors by their involvement in modernization of teaching curricula.  

The above list does not comprise values of weights placed at diagonal of E matrix, i.e. 

factors responsible for decay of values resulting from previous iterations. It was assumed 

that for Parametric evaluation Papers and Students these coefficients have values 0.33, 

0.66 and 0.66 respectively. For each type of staff members they are set to 1, thus their pre-

vious values will cumulate with changes. The weight assigned to Law is also equal to 1, as 

its value should be constant throughout scenarios. 
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Parametric evaluation 0.33 0.66 0.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Papers 0 0.66 0.66 -0.66 0.33 0.66 0.33 0.33 0 0

Grants 0 0.66 0.33 -0.66 0 0.33 0.33 0.33 0 0.33

Teaching workload 0 0 0 0 0 -0.33 -0.33 -0.33 0 1

Ministry funding 0.33 0 0 0 0 0.33 0.33 0.33 0 0.33

Professors 0.33 0.66 0 0 0 1 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33

Assistant professors 0 0 0.33 0.33 0.66 0 1 0.33 -0.66 0

Assistants 0 0 0.33 0.66 0.66 0.33 0 1 0 0.33

Law 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Students 0 0 0 0 0 0.33 0.33 0 0 0.66  

Fig. 2 Influence matrix 

4. Scenario analyzes 

After building the FCM model a few dozen of scenarios were analyzed for activation 

functions defined by formulas (3), (4) and (5). It should be observed that, in spite of very 

promising benchmarks in literature [3], the application of logmod function (Slogmod) did not 

yield valuable results, because obtained scenarios were hard to differentiate. The represen-

tation of system behaviors for activation functions Scut and Sexp were very similar, therefore 

they will be alternately used in results discussion.  



 

 

The rest of the section presents typical development scenarios for the four most salient 

cases: a strong academic unit, a unit in a medium standing, a weak unit having a certain  

potential of development and just a weak unit.  

4.1. Scenario 1: strong unit 

The initial values of the state vector for this scenario are the following: [ Parametric 

evaluation = 1, Papers = 1, Grants = 1, Teaching workload = 1, Ministry funding = 1, Pro-

fessors = 1, Assistant professors = 1, Assistants = 1, Law = 1,Students = 1]. Fig. 1 presents 

development of state variables in consecutive 10 iterations leading to a steady state. A 

number of simulations for slightly varying parameters was also analyzed. The scenario is 

insensitive to changes of staff potential, as well as the number of students 
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Fig. 3 Evolution of state variables for scenario 1;Sexp activation function was used 

4.2. Scenario 2: unit in a medium standing 

For a unit in a medium standing the following initial values of state vector were as-

sumed: [ Parametric evaluation = 0, Papers = 0, Grants = 0, Teaching workload = 0.7, 

Ministry funding = 0, Professors = 0.1, Assistant professors = 0, Assistants = 0, 

Law = 1,Students = 0.7]. The graphs shown in Fig. 4 obtained by utilizing application func-

tions Scut and Sexp are qualitatively very similar. 
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Fig. 4 Evolution of state variables for a unit in medium standing for activation function Scut and (b) 

Sexp 

The scenario is sensitive to the initial activation level of Students. The level 0 is a 

boundary value. For the case of Scut activation function after 10 iterations the steady state 

vector is reach [-1, -1, -1, -0.01, -1, -1, -1, -1,1, -1], whereas for Sexp the vector [0.84, 0.98, 

0.92, -0.49, 0.64, 0.98, -0.51, 0.89, 1, 0.14] that can be perceived as a good forecast. More-

over, the result is practically independent (qualitatively) of m constant in formula (4). Esti-

mation of students potential is for this scenario a sensitivity point. Decreasing the initial 

value to -0.3 causes that also for Sexp function a negative forecast is observed. 

4.3. Scenario 3: a weak unit with a potential 

An interesting case is the course of scenario (Fig. 5), for units that can be characterized 

as weak, although having a development potential. The potential is associated with Staff 

members and students. The following initial values of the state vector are representative for 

the case: [ Parametric evaluation = -0.3, Papers = -0.3, Grants = -0.7, Teaching work-

load = 0.7, Ministry funding = 0, Professors = 0.3, Assistant professors = 0.2, Assis-

tants = 0.2, Law = 1,Students = 0.7]. 

For such units FCM based reasoning yields positive development scenarios (in a long-

er horizon). Results for both activation functions are amazingly consistent. In both cases the 

evolution directions are sensitive to the level of initial potential. Decreasing of any initial 

value by 0.2 for Professors, Assistant professors, Assistants or Students leads to a negative 

forecast.  
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Fig. 5 Evolution of state variables for scenario 3 for activation functions (a) Scut and (b) Sexp. 

 

4.4. Scenario 4: a weak unit 

The last discussed example is a weak unit, which has balanced (adjusted to current 

needs) level of staff focused on teaching. Initial values of the state vector are: [ Parametric 

evaluation = -0.5, Papers = -0.3, Grants = -0.7, Teaching workload = 0.7, Ministry fund-

ing = 0, Professors = 0, Assistant professors = 0, Assistants = 0, Law = 1,Students = 0.7]. 

Fig. 6 shows a typical course of states. An interesting behavior, repeating in several simula-

tions for slightly changed parameters, is forecasted increase of Assistants in a few starting 

iterations. 
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Fig. 6 Evolution of state variables for scenario 4; Sexp activation function was used 



 

As it can be observed, the scenarios (1—3) in spite of high students potential, end with 

reduced Teaching workload. For the last scenario this parameter also diminishes, but is 

accompanied by a significant decrease of Students. 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper we discuss an application of Fuzzy Cognitive Maps to analysis of devel-

opment scenarios of academic units. For each scenario parallel calculations were conducted 

with three activation functions Scut, Sexp i Slogmod defined according to formulas (3), (4) and 

(5). In the latter case, ranges of activation levels were mapped on the interval [0, 1]. The 

functions Scut and Sexp yielded qualitatively similar results. In spite of promising bench-

marks in literature, the logmod function occurred unsuitable. Perhaps the reason should be 

sought in parameters of model, in particular a small number of negative influences. Indeed, 

the model was built with an implicit assumption, that concepts can be assigned with nega-

tive activation levels. Hence, a positive influence for a negative value of source may result 

in decreasing the target. An interesting alternative would be an application of complemen-

tary concepts and removal of negative influences according to the technique proposed in 

[5]. 

The function Sexp  defined by the formula (4) has not been already reported. The exper-

iments indicate that for models assuming the range of activation levels between -1 and 1 the 

function is a good alternative for cutting off activation functions, as it quickly leads to 

steady solutions, while ensuring more smooth shapes of curves. 

An interesting problem is how to relate an iteration of reasoning to real time. Actually, 

FCM model is not a quantitative dynamic model. In some cases, however, assigned weights 

are implicitly related to time. Values placed at the diagonal of influence matrix are the ex-

amples, as they determine decay periods for activation levels. For Parametric evaluation 

the value 0.33 was assigned, what corresponds to a decay in 3 iterations; the coefficient 

selected for Papers  (0.66) results in a longer decay period (6 to 7 iterations). Hence, while 

interpreting a scenario dynamics, it can be assumed that an iteration corresponds to a period 

between  1 and 2 years. 

It is difficult to give an ultimate answer, how realistic is the proposed FCM model. It 

results from a subjective evaluation of causal dependencies between concepts, whereas, 

FCMs are often created by merging contributions of several experts, who independently 

identify concepts and propose weight of influences. It should be also mentioned that the 

model is dedicated to a particular class of academic units in the area of technical sciences. 

The discussed results should be treated as a forecast, which indicates development direc-

tions and makes attempt to find justifications for them.  

The proposed approach can be enhanced by building more accurate FCM models, in 

particular, by involving in the exercise a broader group of stakeholders and applying voting 

mechanisms [4,8] to select weights of influences, making further refinements through de-

composition of concepts and introduction of additional decision variables, e.g. Employees 

appraisal  . 
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